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The Hong Kong Polytechnic University recently received a donation of $100

million – the largest personal contribution ever received by the Institution

– from the Li Ka Shing Foundation to support its further development.

At a commemorative ceremony held on campus on June 1, Dr Li Ka-shing,

Chairman of the Li Ka Shing Foundation, presented a donation cheque of $100

million to the University Council Chairman Dr Sir Gordon Wu and the President

Prof. Poon Chung-kwong.

Speaking at the ceremony, Sir Gordon said the Institution is both honoured and

proud to have been selected as one of the major recipients of Dr Li’s benefaction.

He said: “PolyU needs the support of community leaders like Dr Li to help realise

its mission of serving the community.”

Dr Li said: “PolyU has a distinct objective of meeting society’s requirements for

skilled and professional manpower who can apply their knowledge in practice.

Nearly 180,000 PolyU graduates are now contributing members to our community.”

Dr Li said he was very impressed by Prof. Poon’s outstanding leadership, and by

the boundless energy exhibited by PolyU students and teachers in their quest for

excellence. He said the donation was made to help PolyU achieve “academic

excellence in a professional context” and “dedicated partnerships with business

and industry”.

“I love Hong Kong, and I sincerely hope that I can contribute to the further

development of education in Hong Kong so that all learners can realise their full

potential,” Dr Li added.

From left: Sir Gordon, Dr Li and Prof. Poon.

$100m donation
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Over the years, the Li Ka Shing

Foundation has actively contributed

over $3.8 billion towards projects

which benefit education and

medical care in Hong Kong and

the Chinese mainland.

Prof. Poon said the donation

would contribute most significantly

to the long-term development of

the Institution.

This includes not only the

further advancement of i ts

continuing education activities

through the School of Professional

Education and Executive Develop-

ment, but also the strengthening

of PolyU’s research, consultancy

and executive development

services to business and industry

through the newly established

Institute for Enterprise.
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